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Abstract. We present a palmprint approach to identifying individuals.
Some significant features covering both geometrical and structural char-
acteristics can be extracted from the palmprint to distinguish a person
from others. The experiments show that this approach can be effectively
used as a new biometric technology for automated personal identifica-
tion. © 1998 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
[S0091-3286(98)01908-4]
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1 Introduction

Automated biometric-based identification means verify
or recognizing the identity of a live person on the basis
some physical or behavioral characteristics. There h
been two current approaches—fingerprint identification a
hand geometry identification—in personal identificati
that are based on the measurement and comparison o
features extracted from the person’s hand.1,2 Fingerprint
identification is the most widespread application of biom
rics technology, where some small unique features~known
as minutiae! are used to build the corresponding eige
space. However, it is still a difficult task to detect the m
nutiae from the fingers of elderly people and man
laborers.3 For hand identification with the three
dimensional shape, one could fool the system by captu
a person’s hand geometry and creating a fake hand.1

Palmprint identification can tackle these problems
cause it deals with relatively stable physical characterist
basically unalterable without trauma to the individua4

This means that many useful features, besides those
tracted from both fingerprint and hand shape, can be sim
taneously obtained from a palmprint. However, they ha
never been applied to identify individuals in biometric sy
tems, except for the shape of the hand. Therefore, i
necessary to develop a new approach to automated per
identification by palmprint.

2 Notation and Definitions

In a palmprint~see Fig. 1!, there are three principal lines
called as the lines of the life, heart, and head. They
unique and unchanging, and cannot be forged. In addit
two end points,a andb, can be obtained from the interse
tions of principal lines with the two sides of the palm
Because of the stability of the principal lines, the end poi
and their midpointo remain unchanged from year to yea
Some significant properties can be observed as follows~1!
the locations of the endpoints and their midpoint a
rotation-invariant;~2! a two-dimensional rectangular coo
dinate system can be established uniquely, of which
origin is the midpointo and thex axis passes through th
endpoints;~3! the size of a palm can also be uniquely spe
fied by the Euclidean distance between two end points
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gether with the length of their perpendicular bisector in t
palm ~segmentcd in Fig. 2!; ~4! a palm can be divided into
three regions~finger-root region, inside region, and outsid
region! by the line segment connecting the end points a
its perpendicular bisector. As a result, the endpoints
their midpoint can serve as registrations for automa
matching because of their invariable locations.

3 Palmprint Features

There is rich and useful information in a palmprint. Som
kinds of features are as follows:

~1! Geometry features:According to the palm’s shape
we can extract the corresponding geometry featu
such as width, length, and area, which can be ea
detected.

~2! Principal-line Features:Both location and form of
principal lines in a palmprint are very importan
physiological characteristics to identify an ind
vidual, because they vary little from time to time.

~3! Wrinkle features:In a palmprint, there are man
wrinkles, which are different from the principa

Fig. 1 Definitions for a palmprint: principal lines (1, heart line; 2,
head line; 3, life line), regions (I, finger-root region; II, inside region;
III, outside region), end points (a and b), and their midpoint (o).
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lines in that they are thinner and more irregular,
more detailed features can be obtained.

~4! Delta-point features:A delta point is defined as th
center of a delta-like region in the palmprint.5 It is
known that there always are some delta points
cated in the finger-root region and the outside reg
~e.g., points 1 to 5 in Fig. 2!. This makes it possible
to acquire these features and establish their stab
and uniqueness.

~5! Minutiae features:A palmprint is basically com-
posed of ridges; hence the minutiae can be use
extract stable and unique features.

In principle, the features mentioned above can be de
mined from palmprint images with fine resolution and us
for identification.

4 Feature Extraction

In general, geometry features, principal-line features,
wrinkle features can be obtained from a low-resolution i

Fig. 3 A small region of a palmprint and the minutiae extracted from
it.

Fig. 2 Geometry features and delta-point features of a palmprint,
where cd is the perpendicular bisector of segment ab and points 1
to 5 are delta points.
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age, even a low-quality one. As delta points can be eff
tively located in a directional image,5,6 delta-point features
can be extracted from a fine-resolution palmprint ima
even in the presence of noise. However, minutiae can
detected only from the high-quality and fine-resolution im
ages. For example, the minutiae in a small region o
palmprint and a directional image produced from Fig. 2 a
shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively. In Fig. 4, the de
points correspond with the pixels around which there are
least three directions. The spatial resolution of these pa
print images is 400 dots per inch~dpi!. Some principal-line
features can also be extracted from an image whose r
lution is 100 dpi~see Fig. 5!.

Obviously, principal-line features have the advantage
requiring lower spatial resolution, so that the palmprint im
age can be smaller and the system is less sensitive to n
Some significant features that can be detected from pa

Fig. 4 Directional image of a palmprint (different gray levels repre-
sent different directions, and the center of each white circle corre-
sponds with a delta point shown in Fig. 2).

Fig. 5 Some principal-line features determined from the palmprint
image with low spatial resolution.
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Table 1 The FRR and FAR using the different features in the palmprint. F1 : geometry features; F2 :
eight points on the principal lines; F3 : twelve points on the principal lines; F4 : F1 and F2 ; F5 : F1 and
F3 .

Value (%)

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5

Threshold FRR FAR FRR FAR FRR FAR FRR FAR FRR FAR

T0 0 11.1 0 0.8 0 0.7 0 0.2 0 0

T1 13 8.2 8 0.7 4 0.5 8 0.2

T2 31 4.7 33 0.2 8 0.2 33 0.2

T3 71 1.9 46 0.2 21 0.1 46 0.2

T4 100 0 46 0 31 0 46 0 0 0
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in
print images with low spatial resolution are as follow
First the geometry features width and length as define
Fig. 2, are obtained easily once the pair of end points,a and
b, are located. Second, several points on the principal li
can be detected to describe the structural properties o
principal lines. Here, the points with the distances ofnl
(n51,2,...,N) from the pointa are chosen on the life line
where l is a distance parameter andN is the number of
points. In the same way, the points on the heart line
located by the distances between them and the pointb.

5 Experimental Results

An identification parameter,r i j , can be calculated as

r i j 512 (
k51

n

w~k!
u f i

k2 f j
ku

u f i
k1 f j

ku
, ~1!

wheren is the number of features; the weightw(k) is be-
tween 0 and 1 (k51,...,n), and (k51

n w(k)51; f i
k and f j

k

are thekth features of samplei and j , respectively. In
addition, the measure of acceptance or rejection is defi
as

I i j 5 H1
0

if r i j >T ~accept!,
otherwise ~reject!, ~2!

whereT is a threshold.
Three experiments based on different features are

formed, where five thresholds are namedTi ( i 50,1,...,4).
T0 (T4) is the minimum~maximum! r i j of the same~dif-
ferent! palmprint~s!, and Ti5T01 i (T42T0)/4 ~i 51,2,3;
T4.T0!. The weightsw(k) are obtained from experience
The geometry features are used to verify the palmprint
ages in the first experiment. Next, the principal-line fe
tures are acquired, and the Euclidean distance between
point and the midpointo is calculated as the feature. Eig
or twelve points are chosen to represent principal-line f
tures. In the third experiment, we use a multistep iden
cation method, where geometrical features are compare
eliminate some palmprints when the threshold is not m
thanT0 and principal-line features are employed to proc
the remaining palmprints for fine-level matching.
e

-
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o

The measure of the experimental result is provided b
subtle pair of statistics known as the false-rejection r
~FRR! and false-acceptance rate~FAR!. The FRR~FAR! is
the number of false rejections~acceptances! divided by the
number of prints the same~different! palm~s!.

All experiments were conducted on a database cont
ing 48 pairs of prints the same palm and 844 pairs of pri
of different palms. The experimental results shown in Ta
1 are three sets of FARs and FRRs obtained by using
ferent features. They show that the identification accur
is acceptable when twelve points on the principal lines
applied in the multistep identification. Obviously, the e
periment with the multistep identification feature is bet
than the others, and the more features are used, the b
we meet the demand for personal identification.

6 Conclusions

As a new attempt at biometric-based authentication, in
paper, we have explored automated palmprint identificat
as an approach to countering some insufficiencies in fing
print and hand identification. In principle, the proposed a
proach is both foolproof and convenient, because many
nificant physiological characteristics, which are uniqu
unchanging and easily extracted, can be employed to id
tify individuals. Some features have been extracted to
the effectiveness of this approach, and the preliminary
sults suggest that palmprints can be effectively applied
identity verification. The technique works well in the pre
ence of noise in the palmprint image, because the feat
adopted can be obtained from a low-resolution ima
More effective features, such as delta points and minut
can be gained when both the resolution and the quality
the palmprint image are high. It is believed that this a
proach can have practical application to automated pers
identification as a new biometric technology.
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